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ON COMPACT AND BOUNDING HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS
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(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Let E and F be complex Banach spaces. We say that a holo-

morphic mapping / from E into F is compact respectively bounding if /

maps some neighbourhood of every point of E into a relatively compact re-

spectively bounding subset of F . Recall that a subset of E is bounding if it

is mapped onto a bounded set by every complex valued holomorphic mapping

on E . Compact holomorphic mappings have been studied by R. Aron and M.

Schottenloher in [1]. Since every relatively compact subset of a Banach space

is trivially bounding it is clear that every compact holomorphic mapping is

bounding. We show that the product of three bounding holomorphic mappings

is compact.

In this note we deal with compact and bounding holomorphic mappings on

Banach spaces. We prove that the product of three bounding holomorphic map-

pings is compact. This result is a holomorphic analogue of a result in [6] from

which follows that a locally convex space E is Schwartz iff it is quasi-normable

and every equicontinuous, weak*-null sequence in the dual of E converges to

zero in the strong topology E'„. Finally, we briefly consider the problem under

which condition every holomorphic mapping from C(K) into E is compact,

where K is a compact Hausdorff space and C(K) is the Banach space of con-

tinuous functions on K.

For Banach spaces E and F let H(E ,F) denote the vector space of all

holomorphic mappings from E into F , i.e. all continuous F-valued mappings

on E which are Gateaux-analytic. A subset B of a Banach space E is called

limited, if every a(E , £)-null sequence in E converges uniformly to zero on

B and bounding, if every / e H(E) is bounded on B. Since a sequence ln

in E' is a(É , £)-null iff J2T=o C *s a holomorphic mapping on E [4], it is
easily seen that

( 1 ) Every bounding subset of a Banach space is limited.

Further since every holomorphic mapping is continuous, we have

(2) Every relatively compact subset of a Banach space is bounding.
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Let us also recall that a subset B of a Banach space is called conditionally

weakly compact, if every sequence in B contains a weak Cauchy subsequence.

The following results follow from [2] because of (1) (cf. also [4]).

(3) Every bounding subset of a Banach space is conditionally weakly compact.

(4) Every bounding subset of a reflexive Banach space is relatively compact.

(5) Every bounding subset of a Banach space not containing /, is relatively

weakly compact.

It is not known if there exists any limited set which is not bounding. For

the Banach space /^(r), T arbitrary, B. Josefson [5] has proved that limited

and bounding sets are the same. This is also true for every injective Banach

space, because every Banach space .embeds in l^T) for suitable T. When

E is a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property then the limited

and conditionally weakly compact subsets of E coincide. Hence the three

concepts limited, bounding and conditionally weakly compact coincide, if E is

an injective Banach space. As an example let us mention that C(K) spaces are

injective for compact extremally disconnected spaces K.

Let us now define what we mean by a compact respectively bounding holo-

morphic mapping.

Definition. Let E and F be Banach spaces. A mapping / e H(E, F) is

said to be compact, weakly compact, bounding respectively Rosenthal, if for

each je e E there is a neighbourhood V of x such that f(Vx) is a relatively

compact, relatively weakly compact, bounding respectively conditionally weakly

compact subset of F .

Of course every compact holomorphic mapping is bounding and this in turn

is Rosenthal. If the target space is an injective Banach space, then conversely

every Rosenthal holomorphic mapping is bounding. Note also that a continuous

«-homogeneous polynomial p: E —> F is compact, weakly compact respectively

Rosenthal, if it maps any bounded subset of £ to a relatively compact, relatively

weakly compact respectively conditionally weakly compact subset of F .

In the sequel we shall need that the closed absolutely convex hull of a con-

ditionally weakly compact set is conditionally weakly compact. This can be

proved in the following way using limited sets, as was shown to the author by

Thomas Schlumprecht. Indeed, let A c E be conditionally weakly compact.

Since the closed absolutely convex hull of a limited set is trivially limited, it fol-

lows that TA is limited in I (T) for suitable T. Hence TA is conditionally

weakly compact in ¡^(T), and we conclude that FA is conditionally weakly

compact in E.

We shall now prove that a holomorphic mapping / is Rosenthal, if it is

Rosenthal near the origin and also that conditional weak compactness of f

is equivalent to conditional weak compactness of its derivatives at each point.

Analogous results for compact and weakly compact holomorphic mappings have

been proved in [1] and [9] respectively. We need the following lemma from [9],
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where a subset U of E is called circled if Xx e U for every x e U and every

X e C with \X\ = 1.

Lemma 1. Let f € H(E ,F). If U c E is circled and x e E, then

l/n\d"f(x)(U)cTf(x + U)

for every n G N.

Proposition 2. Let f e H(E , F). The following are equivalent:

(i) / is Rosenthal.

(ii) / maps some zero-neighbourhood in E into a conditionally weakly com-

pact subset of F.
(iii) dnf(x) is a Rosenthal polynomial for every nGN and every x e E.

(iv) d"f(0) is a Rosen thal polynomial for every n e N.

Proof. Because of Lemma 1 we only have to show that (iv) implies (i). Let x e

E. Since / e H(E ,F), we have for some e > 0 that f(y) =

J2™=0 l/nld"f(0)(y) uniformly for y e B(x ,e). By the assumption, for each

k G N, the set

|¿i/«W7(0)(v): yeB(x,e)\

is conditionally weakly compact. We claim that f(B(x,e)) is conditionally

weakly compact. Let (ym) be a sequence in B(x , e). We must exhibit a weak

Cauchy subsequence of (f(ym)). Put zkm = £¡=o l/n\dnf(0)(ym). Hence by

a diagonal process there is a weak Cauchy subsequence (zm) for each k & N.

Then (/( vm )) is a weak Cauchy subsequence. Indeed, for given l e F' and

ô > 0, there is k e N such that

k

/(y)-£i/«w7(0)(v)
n=0

for all y € B(x , e). Choose «0 e N such that for i ,j > n0,

^>-^)l<¿/3.

Then for i ,j > n0,

\Kf{ym)) - Kf(ymj))\ < ll/ll • \\f(ym) - <ll +1/(<) - /(<)l

+ ll>IHI/(v„,)-z^||<¿,

and the proof is complete.

In order to prove the announced result we need a generalization to holomor-

phic mappings of the factorization theorem of W. Davis et al. [3]. But this has

already been done by R. Aron and M. Schottenloher in [ 1 ] where they obtained

a factorization theorem of compact holomorphic mappings. In [9] R. Ryan has

<(3-ii/nr'-¿.
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used their methods to prove a factorization theorem for weakly compact holo-

morphic mappings. Since we need factorization of compact, weakly compact

and Rosenthal holomorphic mappings we only have to consider the case when

the holomorphic mappings are Rosenthal.

Proposition 3. Let f e H(E, F). Then f is compact, weakly compact respec-

tively Rosenthal iff there is a closed absolutely convex subset L of F which

is compact, weakly compact respectively conditionally weakly compact and such

that f:E-^FL is holomorphic, where FL — span L normed by the Minkowski

functional of L.

Proof. We consider the case when / 6 H(E, F) is Rosenthal. For each ¥gN

and x 6 E, define

AM(x) = {Xy:yeB(x,M-1), \X\<2}

and let

VM = \J{B{x.Af-1): ||i|| < M and sup{||/(y)||: y e AM(x)} < M}.

For every x G E there is a M e N such that sup{||/(y)||: y € AM(x)} < M

which shows that E = \JM€N UM . We now show that f(UM) is conditionally

weakly compact. Let y e UM with y e B(x , M~l). Then for each n e N

||l/«W"/(0)(y)||<2-'!sup{||/(Ay)||:|A| = 2}

<2-"sup{||/(y)||:yG^(x)}
<2~n -M.

k Än

Because UM is bounded, {J2n=0l/n\d /(0)(y): y € UM} is conditionally

weakly compact for each k e N. Therefore, arguing as in the proof of Propo-

sition 2, we conclude that f(UM) is conditionally weakly compact. Now it is

easily seen that

^{0}U(J {[M ■ sup{||/(y)|| : y € UM}fl ■ f(UM)} ,
A/eN

is a conditionally weakly compact set whose span contains f(E). Let L de-

note the closed absolutely convex hull of K. Then it can be shown as in [ 1,

Proposition 3.5] that f:E—>FL is holomorphic.

Since every weakly compact linear mapping can be factorized through a re-

flexive Banach space and every Rosenthal linear mapping (i.e. the image of the

unit ball is conditionally weakly compact) through a Banach space not contain-

ing /, the following corollary follows:

Corollary 3.1. Let f e H(E, F). Then f is weakly compact respectively Rosen-

thai iff there exist a Banach space G which is reflexive respectively does not con-

tain a copy of lx, a continuous linear mapping g: G -* F and a holomorphic

mapping h: E —* G such that f = g o h .

Now we are ready to prove the main result.
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Theorem 4. The compact holomorphic mappings are exactly those which can be

represented as a product of three bounding holomorphic mappings.

Proof. Let E,  F,   G,  H bé Banach spaces and let / 6 H(E,F),  g e

H (F ,G), h e H (G, H) be bounding holomorphic mappings.   Consider the

following diagram

E —^ F  —^  G —*—+ H

Fx ->GX

The mapping h is Rosenthal and consequently Gx does not contain lx ac-

cording to Corollary 3.1. Hence hx° g ç. H (F ,GX) is weakly compact by (5)

and the fact that the holomorphic image of a bounding set is bounding. From

Corollary 3.1, follows that Fx is reflexive. This means that g, of e H(E, Fx)

is compact, according to (4). Thus h o g o / g H(E, H) is compact, and the

first part is proved. The converse implication follows from Proposition 3 and

the fact that every compact linear mapping can be represented as a product of

three compact linear mappings.

Since every bounding subset of a Banach space is limited, it follows that

every bounding linear mapping is limited, i.e. the image of the unit ball is

limited. I do not know if the converse result is true, but the main result in [6]

says that the product of three limited linear mappings is compact. The above-

mentioned generalization of the Josefson-Nissenzweig theorem was obtained

from this result. In connection with Theorem 4 we also want to point out that

there is no complete characterization of those Banach spaces in which bounding

subsets agree with relatively compact subsets.

We shall conclude this note by investigating when holomorphic mappings

from C(K) into E are compact, where K is a compact Hausdorff space. The

proof of our remark is based on the following result due to A. Pelczynski [8]: Ev-

ery continuous polynomial mapping on C(K) into a Banach space E, which

does not have a subspace isomorphic to c0, is compact iff K is a dispersed

compact Hausdorff space. We denote the space of all compact holomorphic

mappings from E into F by HK(E ,F). The space of all compact (respec-

tively weakly compact) linear mappings from E into F is denoted by K(E , F)

(respectively W(E , F) ).

Remark. Let AT be a dispersed compact Hausdorff space, C(K) an infinite-

dimensional Grothendieck space and E a Banach space. If

K{C(K),E) = W(C(K),E),

then H(C(K), E) = HK(C(K), E).

Proof. .   Let us assume that E contains a copy of c0.   Let now x'n be a

a(C(K)', C(A^))-null sequence in C(K)'. Then the continuous linear mapping
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T: C(K) —► c0, x r-> x'n(x), is weakly compact, since C(K) is a Grothendieck

space. This means that the composition C(K) —► c0 <-> E is compact by the

assumption. Hence T is compact, and it follows that x'n is norm null in

C(K) . This is a contradiction to the Josefson-Nissenzweig theorem, and con-

sequently we can assume that E contains no copy of cQ. Take an arbitrary

/ € H(C(K), E). Then dnf(0)/n\: C(K) -* E is compact for each n e N by

the above result of A. Pelczynski. Thus / e HK(C(K), E) by Proposition 3.4

in [1].

In [1] R. Aron and M. Schottenloher obtained a similar remark also based

on the same result of A. Pelczynski. In the case that the target space is c0 we

have the following result from [7]: Let E be a quasi-normable space. Then E

is Schwartz iff L(E , c0) = K(E, c0) iff H(E, c0) = HK(E, c0).
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